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Isn’t it incredible how the industry has
just started to wake up to the looming
threat of an ageing workforce and a
driver shortage?

Maybe some of the companies need to
take a good, hard look at themselves,
before they complain they aren’t
attracting the best and brightest.
Time is money
Why is it acceptable not to pay drivers
when they are held up at DC or mine
sites?
Drivers get to a mine site late in the
afternoon to be only told that they cannot
unload you until the next day.
When these mine sites are supposed
to operate 24/7 these trucks should be
unloaded.
If they’re not getting unloaded it puts
added pressure on the driver to meet
their next delivery time slot.

Something we have been predicting for
at least the last decade.

And getting held up means that the driver
is away from their family for longer.

In fact, speak to anyone who has sat in
the driver’s seat of a truck over the last
decade and they’ll tell you the same
thing.

“PAY the Minimum
GET: the Minimum!”

The industry has been going to the dogs.
The training system is inconsistent.
Licencing courses by 2 bob operations
handing out dodgy tickets not fit for
Weeties packets.
It’s not the fault of truckies when the
companies aren’t investing in proper
training.
The extra stress, the extra responsibility
and extra care, control and concentration
you need behind you as a driver.
It’s not worth the peanut rates these
companies want to pay.
Pay the minimum, get the minimum.
It is no wonder these companies are
having a hard time attracting and
retaining quality drivers.
And while, we think, there are some
pretty obvious reasons why there isn’t a
flood of Millennials chomping on the bit
to become a truck driver.

AMENITIES

Australia is not a third world country
so why do we treat our long-distance
drivers like they live in one?
Australian truckies demand decent
toilets and showers on the highways.
And where there is the odd shower and
toilet at a road house why should they
have to pay to use them when they
should be subsidised by Governments or
better still, the company’s that use these
transport companies that employee
these drivers.
Mining companies, the big retailers or
large construction companies could dip
into their coffers and use some of that
money they have saved from not paying
their fair share of taxes and lend a hand
paying for decent amenities up and
down the highways.
Mining, retail, construction or the whole
country would grind to a stop without
truck drivers carrying Australia.
In what other work place would this be
acceptable? NONE so why do truckies
have to.
These truckies don’t give a rats’ ass who
fixes it they just want it fixed.

Take the way drivers are treated both
at their workplace and on the road with
something as simple as the lack of
roadside amenities.

PAY AND SAFETY

Federal and State Governments need
to take immediate action on truck rest
areas.

Remember the connection between
getting paid sustainable rates on time
and the health and safety of transport
workers’?

It is an utter disgrace and inhumane the
way truck drivers are being treated.
In what other industry would workers
be forced to squat in their work place or
wonder around in the dark trying to find
somewhere to go to the toilet?

Not being paid for all work is another
major issue in the transport industry.

Yes, that old chestnut.
We can harp on about it till the cows
come home. And we will.

Or worse, choose to continue driving
fatigued looking for a decent place to
pull over so they can rest or sleep.

Because is it really going to take
ANOTHER major accident or fatality
before the industry accepts that in order
to attract and retain talented drivers you
need to pay them well?

Fixing truck rest stops could be a great
place to begin fixing the industry.

And better yet, keep these talented
truckies safe.
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WE WANT SECURE JOBS
for
SECURE COURTS
Broadspectrum Court Security & Custodial
Workers are LOCKED IN to a raw deal.
They’re fighting to hold their
employer & State Government to account.
Show your support for these officers and sign the petition at:

www.megaphone.org.au/petitions/job-security-for-court-security

BROADSPECTRUM
Authorised by T Dawson, State Secretary, Transport Workers Union WA. lvl 3 82 Beaufort St, Perth 6000. Printed by We Print Well 386 Newcastle St. West Perth, 6005.

The officers at Broadspectrum are at the end of their tether and will be
taking protected action half way through July.
It’s a big one, with the company

But for safe and secure courts, and adequate training of these professional
custodial officers, should it really be up for negotiation?
Broadspectrum seems to think so.
So we need your help!
Sign the petition and put community support behind these officers who do
a tough job and deserve a good wage.
They’ll be campaigning hard for:
1. A
 n agreement that doesn’t divide the workforce on 2 rates of pay
2. A
 n agreement that pays regional allowances.

‘‘ S i g n t h en d
P e t i t i o n ae s e
BACK th ing
h a r d w o r kr s ’ ’
membe

Help to hold their employer and the WA State Government to account!

TWU (WA) Directory
BRANCH COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

Tim Dawson
STATE SECRETARY

Ray McMillan
PRESIDENT

• John Davis Vice President
• Bruce Spaul
• Ralph Roth

• Andy Payne
• Bill Nuttall
• Peter Elliott
• John Davis

• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Lawson
• Charlie Nichols
• Jo Woodford

Telephone 1800 657 477 FREE CALL STATEWIDE
Facsimile (Fax) 6313 3099 Website: www.twuwa.org.au Email: info@twuwa.org.au
Address: Level Three, 82 Beaufort Street Perth, 6000 Postal: PO Box 8497 Perth Business Centre WA 6849
TWU Super 1800 222 071 FREECALL
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TRANSDEV:

The War is Not Over!

And the unified
collective strength of
7 depots will get these
drivers across the line

On the Buses
Report from Bus Organiser

Bus drivers at Transdev want an EBA
they can be proud of.

members for the first time in the bus
industry.

Mobilising for almost 12 months now,
drivers are united and willing to do what
it takes to win.

They know buses and they mean
business.

The delegates have done a fantastic job
in making sure a majority of the drivers
are union members.
They have also achieved a bargaining
committee built entirely up of TWU

It was a show of support towards their
bargaining committee when Transdev
drivers across all 7 depots wore badges.
The slogan, endorsed by the membership:
“Ready to Fight, Read to WIN, 100%
we’re all IN” got management’s attention.

MARK BYDDER

“The message
is STRONG.
It’s UNIFYING and
penetrating the
company”
A unified show of support for the
committee who are like a bull at a gate,
ready to get the job done.
All drivers are asking for is better wages,
secure employment, fairness in rostering
and improvements in some of their
conditions.
And with all drivers united behind them,
there is a sense of power and confidence
these drivers can get what they deserve.

Bus drivers at O’Connor show off their strength

“WE’RE ASKING
FOR RESPECT FROM
THE COMPANY”
The Wheel Winter 2018
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How Can We Trust The
The Conservative Government told us
to investigate banks... How wrong we
From State Secretary TIM DAWSON

The Banking Royal Commission
(BRC) continues to hear horrifying
stories of people being ripped off
by the big banks.

HHHHHHH

AMP knew about the incident last year
but the customers still have not received
a phone call from the company.

FINANCIAL PLANNING FAILURE

Since I wrote in the Summer 2017
edition in the Wheel, we have seen
more corrupt and bad behaviour
by the big banks at BRC.

Think about where you work. Where
you’ve worked. The local community
group you’re involved in.

Customers have lost trust in a system
where “you can be a car salesman one
week and financial adviser the next”.

To think Malcolm Turnbull and
his conservative mates were
telling us we didn’t need a royal
commission.

Your sports team, the one you initially
loved but didn’t quite gel with so you left.
That is culture.

NAB knew their staff were breaking the
law by falsely witnessing more than 2,500
customer signatures.

These are a number of particular
case studies from the BRC that
we wouldn’t have heard:
• One bank did not act in
a ‘consistent and ethical
manner’ in relation to an
elderly Queensland farmer
who was famously visited by
former the chief executive of
the Bank (with camera crew).
In an attempted to force him
off his outback property when
land valuations fell, even
though he never missed an
interest repayment.
• The bank conceded its
conduct fell below community
expectations in relation to the
family who were charged 40
per cent of the farm’s income
in interest costs when drought
and below average rainfall
impacted the farm. The bank
ultimately settled the debt at
an amount $120,000 below its
own settlement parameters.
• When
asked
about
a
Queensland cattle farmer, a
customer of the bank with
whom it met in 2011 and then
issued a default notice on the
same day, A representative
of the bank said when a
customer is in default, it is fair
and reasonable for a bank to
‘reserve its rights and issue a
default notice’.
4

Banking royal commission has laid bare the
financial industry’s toxic culture article that
appeared on ABC.NET By Daniel Ziffer.
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Culture is hard to define and easy to
dismiss but the culture of teams and work
shapes our lives.
When it comes to finance the general
impression is that it’s like film The Wolf of
Wall Street, where the coin is put first and
the customers last.
It’s not.
Around the country there are honest
financial planners and bankers banging
their foreheads against their office
walls listening to the procession of
sloppy behaviour unveiled by the royal
commission.
The examples kept coming.
Like how the Commonwealth bank kept
charging dead people for no services.
ANZ knew there had been an explosion
in instances of poor
advice
from
their
financial
planners,
“Customers
breaking the law.
The top issue, in
internal
documents
revealed in hearings,
was “failure for advice
to be in the best
interest of the clients”.

The issue arose when customers were
trying to nominate a beneficiary to receive
their super funds upon their deaths.
The bank knew this, what turned out
to be, common practice could make a
customer’s estate invalid, but still they did
little.
But not nothing. Executives who lost
bonuses about it complained directly to
the chief executive.

BAD ADVICE COULD HAVE COST
CUSTOMER $500K
Sam Henderson won the Association of
Financial Advisers ‘Financial Planning
Practice Of The Year’ award in 2016.
But his advice to a client, high-profile public
servant Donna McKenna, was so bad it
would have cost her at least $500,000 in
superannuation.

have lost
trust in a system where
you can be a car salesman
one week & a financial
advisor the next”

AMP was no better. An
adviser known as Mr E recommended two
customers, a husband and wife, roll over
three-non AMP super accounts into an
AMP-owned product.
The advice cost them a quarter of their
superannuation in a single fee.

One of Mr Henderson’s
staff was caught on
tape
impersonating
Ms McKenna to the
State
Authorities
Superannuation
Scheme. That staffer
was not fired.

Ms
McKenna
complained to the
Financial Planning Association (FPA)
about the quality of advice she received.
While under investigation, Mr Henderson
peppered calls and emails to the
investigator, the investigator’s boss and
the chief executive of the FPA.

ir Lies?

we didn’t need
re they?

Shortly after, the FPA agreed to lower
sanctions and to suppress Mr Henderson’s
name (that was later thrown out by another
complaints body).
Then the FPA’s head of professionalism
wrote to the royal commission urging them
not to identify Mr Henderson because it
would “cause significant damage to [his]
reputation”.
After years of scandals about poor financial
advice, the regulator ASIC was called to
explain its limp response.
We learned that banning a dodgy financial
adviser can take two and a half years.
ASIC prefers to make “enforceable
undertakings” - negotiated outcomes
- to taking on dodgy operators or large
institutions.
Lots of what you have heard here comes
down to culture.
What colleagues do, what bosses accept.
The most heartening element of sitting
through the royal commission is that at
almost every turn bad deeds have been
picked up by junior members of staff.
They raised the issue with their bosses, often
noting that the institution’s behaviour meant
they were breaking the law.
That those bosses did nothing or did not
display the urgency customers would
demand, that’s the culture the royal
commission will likely have a lot to say
about when its draft report comes out in
September.

TRICKLE DOWN?
How about Trickle up?
TIM DAWSON

Are we not getting a little tired of the big end of town and their conservative
mates in the media using the term class warfare to attack us in the Union
movement?
Particularly when we question them on lining their pocket’s with unfair
tax cuts.
Is it not our job, our responsibility to point out the inequality when
Governments and those in power are wanting to put billions of dollars in
the pocket big business in the form of tax cuts?
Giving their mates at the top end of town big tax cuts at the expense
of more funding in education, hospitals infrastructure or the ageing
population.
But what should really make you
angry is the term TRICKLE DOWN
economics.
This idea that we don’t understand
how the economy works.
The more we line the billionaires’
pockets the better off the workers will
be. Get Real!

“Big business has
NEVER been richer!
We need to change
the rules”

We now have the highest concentration of money in the hands of a few
Business has never been richer.
They have been making record profit while paying less and less taxes
workers having their wages suppressed with the lowest pay increases
over the last few in most workers living memory.
So the answer to all this
is give them more money
from the mums and dads
in tax Handouts.
If they really want to
grow the economy then
they should start with
bottom up economics.
Give the workers’ pay
increases stop taking
money out of their
pockets by cutting
penalty rates, stop
wage
theft
make
sure company’s pay
their
employees
superannuation and
not an amnesty for
companies
that
have
stolen
the
superannuation from
their employees.
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For the people
who keep Australia
moving.

In a world that never stops
moving, where supply is
frantically trying to keep
up with demand, time has
become our most valuable
commodity.

So at TWUSUPER, we’re proud
to be the people who look after
you. And we do this by investing
over $360 million in Australian
infrastructure – the road, bridges,
stations, airports and ports that
keep Australia moving.

From the food in our
supermarkets, to the petrol in our
cars, none of it would exist if it
weren’t for the people who, day
in day out, keep Australia moving
– you.

And, as your Industry SuperFund,
we’ve delivered more to our
members over the past 10 years
than the average retail super
fund.

TWUSUPER.COM.AU
for the people who keep
Australia moving.

Disclaimer: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor considered when selecting a fund. See twusuper.com.au/superrater for full disclaimer.
TWU Nominees Pty Ltd, ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it. This information is of a general nature and does not take into account your
personal objectives, situation or needs. Before acting on this information, you should consider your objectives, financial situation and needs. A copy of the product disclosure statement should be obtained from
TWUSUPER (at www.twusuper.com.au or by calling 1800 222 071) and considered carefully before you make a decision to acquire the product or continue to hold the product.
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Changing the NORTH WEST
North West Game REPORT
for the Better
From Senior Organiser
MICK KNOWLES

OZTRAN

Majority Support
WIN!
Carting Iron Ore on Quads up north is
not an easy job.
It is filthy work on roads that are less
than ideal for heavy trucks.
But the drivers at Oztran, a subsidiary
of Qube, do it daily and they do it well.

Centurion Gap Ridge members
stuck it out for the fight!
The right to withdraw your labour is a
fundamental human right that SHOULD
NOT be restricted to times only during
bargaining.
There was once a time when collective
bargaining didn’t JUST occur at the
Enterprise level.
There was a time when if workers saw
things going in the wrong direction,
they could collectively
fight back.
But
nowadays,
management
knows
best.
Corporations
have
tools to organise their
workforce in order
to avoid enterprise
bargaining.

They took their employer to a protected
action ballot.
And they won.
Which put fear in the hearts of
Centurion.
Despite what they would say, the union
had them shaking in their boots.
Centurion saw the writing on the wall
and handed over what
these drivers were
wanting.

“These drivers’
had Centurion
shaking in
their boots”

Tools like labour hire, franchisees and
outsourced supply chains – all excluded
from collective bargaining.
We reported on Karratha Centurion
Gap Ridge in this years’ Autumn edition
of The Wheel magazine.

Including commitments
from the company to
their weekly housing
allowance, and a twoyear agreement with
increases of 3% per
year.

And the troops just had
to threaten going out on the grass.
Imagine what we could achieve if we
had the right to withdraw our labour
outside of bargaining?
It’s time to change the rules.

The quads are 60 metres long and
cart up to 200 tonnes of iron ore to the
Pilbara by road.
Because the mines these drivers are
coming out of don’t have access to rail.
It’s a casualised workforce that have
been employed that way up to 4 years.
The company tried to have them
sign “take it or leave it” common law
contracts.
And that was the straw that broke the
camel’s back.
The crew stood united and signed a
majority support determination.
This petition requests, when signed by
the majority of employees, the right to
collective bargaining.
The drivers took it to the Commission
and made the company concede.
Earning the drivers
negotiate an EBA.

the

right

to

This result will be HUGE for the North
West.
There are a lot of companies watching
the Oztran case, workers too.
And a show of solidarity from the
workforce can change the way
operations are going up north.
So businesses in the North West have
been officially put on notice to “watch
this space”.
The workers united, will never be
defeated!

The Wheel Winter 2018
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Taking Broadspectrum
to the Cleaners
Unless you’ve been hiding under a rock
the last 12 months.

Report from JOHN CUTRALI

You might have heard about the
court and custodial officers of
Broadspectrum
who
haven’t
stopped getting the shitty end of
the stick since Broadspectrum
took over from Serco in the WA
court system.
These members are tough and
fight hard.
But despite winning their majority
support determination to bargain
with Broadspectrum in February
this year.
And getting Broadspectrum
to make several concessions over the
length of this fight.
When it comes to the officers getting
what they’re entitled to. Broadspectrum
simply have not budged.
So the workers’ putting in a protected
action ballot was the next step to proving
to Broadspectrum the workers mean
business.
The feeling amongst the membership is
one of fiery disgrace for this company
and this company’s values.
Broadspectrum does not treat these
officers with the respect they deserve for
the work they do.
And the company will suffer with a toxic
culture if they continue this attitude
toward their officers.
Alas, the problems don’t stop there.
North West organiser Mick recently
visited the Roebourne Prison and
was appalled with the conditions
Broadspectrum officers are expected to
work in.
The toilet facilities are riddled with dirt
and grime and are inhabitable.
The florescent lights are broken in both
the male and the female toilets, which is
a hazard in itself, especially during night
visits.
And just recently there had been an
overflow of raw sewerage right next to the
crib room, which permeates a vile stench
8
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through the place
where officers are
expected to eat.
When they can eat
that is.
The officers have
a small fridge in the
crib room, which is
laughable.
It leaks and doesn’t
even have enough space to fit the food
of 4 officers.
On top of this the officers leave their
vehicles in an unsecured area beside the
visitors’ car park on unsealed ground.
These vehicles are connected to 2
extension cords to keep the batteries
charged over the weekend when they
aren’t in use.
The extension cords are plugged into a
locked box on the visitor building wall
and are left live at all times.
Broadspectrum do not grant access
to this locked power box and there
are concerns with visitors’ children
unplugging the vehicles or the risk of live
extension cords being dropped onto the
wet ground.

SIGN THE
PETITON TO
GIVE THESE
OFFICERS’
A BREAK

Overall extreme health and safety code
violations.
But despite numerous attempts both
from the officers and the union to contact
management and report these issues,
the concerns seem to fall on deaf ears.
For that, and several other reasons, the
officers are taking Broadspectrum to the
cleaners.

You can get behind these officers’ fight by signing the petition here:
www.megaphone.org.au/petitions/secure-jobs-for-secure-courts.
And help by passing it on to friends and relatives to sign too.

Hands up
who is
Proud to be Union!
The team at PFD in Banjup vote on their
agreement. But it didn’t come easy Reports GLEN BARRON

PFD is a good union company and this
story is just another example of why it
pays to be union.
But it wasn’t all smooth sailing.
It appears that the companies who pay
good union wages and conditions are
having a hard time winning contracts.
And that IS NOT because they pay their
workers a liveable wage.
IT IS because their competitors do not.
And IT IS when workers accept that their
bosses don’t pay them the minimum; it
mucks the rest up for everyone else.
Steering this race to the bottom in the
direction that we are seeing Australiawide in all industries.
So, I for one am glad that there are still
staunch unionists at a place like PFD.

“Perth PFD’s EA may
be the BEST in the
country at 32% above
the award!”

• A joint consultative committee
introduced in their agreement,
• An increase to their allocated
delegate training days, and,
• Basic domestic violence leave clause
to be added to the agreement.
As part of the new agreement the
membership now also have access to
income protection.

When the company’s offer came in low it
took the power of the workers’ sticking
to their guns to get a better deal.

A valuable addition to EA’s when it
comes to insuring your wages in these
tough economic times.

The current offer to be endorsed by the
membership includes:

And that’s nothing to sneeze at.

•T
 he drivers scoring a 2.1% per year
for a two year deal (2020 expiry),

Rumour has it the Perth PFD EA is the
best in the country and currently sits
32% above the award.

•A
 nd their allowances to increase by
the same,

Just another reason it pays to be, and
stay union.

• Back pay till 1 June 2018
The Wheel Winter 2018
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Magical
Fairy
I met a magical fairy yesterday who
said she would grant me one wish.
“I said I want to live forever”
“Sorry” said the fairy, “I’m not
allowed to grant that particular
wish”
“Fine” I said, “then I want to die
the day after Congress is filled with
honest, hard-working, bipartisan
men and women who act only in
the people’s best interests!”
“You crafty bastard,” replied the
fairy.
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

LOVE YOUR BUS DRIVER

Sat in traffic this morning I saw something very amusing

In my wing mirror I could see a chap in a suit, clearly running for the bus.First of
all he went flying after slipping on the path, getting his suit all dirty.
Next,his suit case opened sending paperwork everywere,but he didnt stop,he
was determined to make that bus.
After leaping between cars and dodging many more pedestrians,it seemed he
was going too make it.This was a herculean effort and every credit,but alas,it
wasnt to be as the driver just smiled and pulled away,leaving the man swearing
and shouting and throwing at least one shoe at the bus.
Its at this point I thought too myself,
I love being a bus driver.

GREENIES

I was at baggage reclaim at the airport and some Green lunatic was
standing on the luggage carousel ranting and raving about carbon
footprints and air travel.
I said, “Mate, just get off my case will you?”
10
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A trucker gets lost one day and
as luck would have it he comes
to a the low bridge and gets
stuck under it. The cars are
backed up for miles behind him.
Eventually, a cop car pulls up.
The cop gets out and walks
around to the truck driver. He
puts his hands on his hips and
says to him, “Got stuck huh,
sir?”
The trucker replies, “No, I was
delivering this bridge and ran
out of gas.”

LETTER FROM
CHRIS DICKSON
TWU IN THE COMMUNITY
To the TWU crew
It is with great reluctance that I have
come to the decision to leave the union.
For some time now my personal
circumstances have changed to the
point where I can no longer continue my
membership.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the wonderful people at the TWU
for making the last five years or so very
rewarding.
In particular I would like to thank Glen
Barron, Jason Walters and Adam Dziecol
for the many hours they have put in on
behalf of my fellow members at Bevchain
and Alpha Flight Services.
Special mention must also go to Matthew
Rocks, who did outstanding work fighting
for a fair agreement with Alpha a couple
of years back, as well as Ralph Roth and
Paul Boden - the rock solid delegates at
Bevchain Canning Vale.

I have learned a great deal from working
with the TWU on behalf of the staff I
represented as a delegate at Alpha, and
in tackling issues with Randstad as an
agency employee.
Workers in the aviation and transport
industries, especially casual and agency
employees, face ongoing problems in
negotiating a fair go, but I have faith that
the TWU team will stand them in good
stead.
In the event that my circumstances
change in the future, I will have no
hesitation in resuming my membership,
because I honestly believe that together
we are stronger, and the TWU is a leader
in protecting workers’ rights.
In the meantime, I will continue to
champion the union to fellow employees
that I encounter, in the hope that they
will become members of this fine band
of brothers and sisters.

Much respect to you all!

With fondest regards
David Lapping
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Just a quick and sincere
thankyou to you all at TWU
WA (in particular Steve
Curtis) for being there when
l needed you last year.
Anyone in the transport
industry that poo-poo’s
being in the TWU and says
things like “WTF are they
gonna do to help”
Wake up guys and gals!!
If your workplace is not
unionised you are seriously
ON YOUR OWN when the
shit hits the fan.
I worked 8 hard years for a
company that fought tooth
and nail to stop me getting
a cent for a confirmed
injury.
Without the TWU they
would have succeeded.
It’s a ‘NO BRAINER’ for
gods sake especially in
the
current
workplace
climate where employers
are wanting the same work
done with half the staff
And only for the sake of a
few, tax deductable, dollars
each week!
Once again cheers guys!

TWU members enjoy
a snag in Beechboro

TWU members Arnie

& Rose at the BBQ

Getting out in the community is a great way to
speak about local concerns of transport workers
and meet TWU members in your area to have a
voice on local issues.

The Wheel Winter 2018
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Experience
44 years’ experience in the transport
& construction industries

World Class Support
Servicing all makes and
models of trucks

Leading Performance Trucks
Kenworth and DAF new truck sales

Our Parts Experts are
Here to Help
Comprehensive retail parts outlets

Insurance
that keeps
you moving
forward
With more than three decades’
supporting Australia’s transport and
logistics industry, we’ve got everything
under one roof to keep you on the road
and your business moving forward.

NEW & USED SALES, SERVICE & PARTS
TRUCK DISTRIBITION SPECIALISTS. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT US TODAY ON (08) 9359 7400
787 Abernethy Road, Forrestfield, WA 6058
EMAIL: kenworthadmin@cjd.com.au
Albany, Bunbury, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Perth & Port Hedland
Facebook.com/cjdequipment
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Linkedin.com/company/cjd-equipment

Instagram.com/cjd_equipment

To find out more call 6250 8300
or visit ajg.com.au/transport

Road Safety has a new Shadow Minister
AND WE THINK HE’S A PRETTY DECENT CHOICE

Our voice for transport in the Australian
Parliament is a gentleman by the name
of Senator Glenn Sterle.
Having represented WA in the Senate
since 2005, Glenn was recently appointed
as the Shadow Assistant Minister for
Road Safety at the end of June this year.
For those who don’t know, Glenn worked
as a TWU Delegate from 1980 to 1991
and as an organiser from 1991 to 2005,
plucked from the shop floor of WridgWays
having been the delegate there.
Prior to that, Glenn was your average salt
of the earth truck driver who came from
trucking roots.
“I made my living out of driving trucks,”
says Glenn in a statement. “I come from
a trucking family. My dad was a truck
driver, I was a truck driver and my son is
a truck driver. As a result, road safety for
our transport families and all road users
has been at the forefront of my mind for
many years.”
There is no one that understands the
trials and tribulations of the industry
more than someone who has worked at
the coalface.

And Glenn is the best fit for this job which
will focus on giving more emphasis to
road safety for all who drive for a living
and other road users.
“Road safety is an issue that affects all
Australians,” said Glenn.
Over the last ten years, there have been
14,525 road fatalities in Australia.
During the 2017 calendar year, 1226
people died on our roads.
And sadly, there have been 480 deaths
on our roads this year alone.
This is 21 deaths higher than the same
period last year.
“Better working conditions for our drivers
means safer roads for all Australians. I
was proud of the work that I achieved
when I was driving trucks and I have
been proud to continue this work as a
Senator.”
“My number 1 focus in this position will
be the reestablishment of a national
system of safe, sustainable rates for our
drivers. These were stolen from us by the
Liberal Turnbull Government and I will

SHAME ON COMPANIES
THAT DON’T COUGH UP AND RISK
THEIR DRIVERS’ LICENCES
It’s an appalling, yet ongoing trend.

His enquiries came up empty handed.

Companies that do the wrong thing.

Resulting in an extra $1,000 payment
because of a late fee.

And make their drivers deal with the
consequences.
When a member came to us with multiple
fines for overloading and insecure loads
something smelt fishy.
These fines were NOT the responsibility of
the driver.
He was just doing his job.
But his licence was on the line if the fines
weren’t paid.
His LIVELIHOOD was on the line.
And that’s a pretty crummy position to be
put in.
No matter how much this driver pushed
the company he was working for to pay
the fines.

“The transport inspectors were sick and
tired of Brajkovich flouting the rules on a
regular basis” and they were determined
to make an example of me.”
Said our member.
“I gave the original fines to the transport
manager, and again the reminders a month
or so ago. I’ve since left their employment.
I received a court order to pay by the 14th
of this month. They again asked for copies
to be forwarded which I did. I paid the
fines today so as to keep my license.”
Good thing this member had his union’s
backing.
And
ensured
he
was
properly
compensated for the money owing to him.

“No one understands the
industry better than someone
who has worked at the coalface”
do everything in my power to see them
restored.”
Glenn has been a staunch advocate for
road safety and has tirelessly highlighted
safety issues and abuses in the transport
industry for many years.
He is a natural choice to represent the
community and the TWU looks forward
to working with him to improve road
safety for all Australians.
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Our Superstar Linfox
Delegates

Win Big! For their Workmates
Workers do a lot better when they stand
together and this win is evidence of that.

A win to celebrate from

During national negotiations, drivers at
Linfox had the opportunity to compare
their wages.

JASON WALTERS

Being in the union means that members
work together to hold management
accountable to what’s right.

back approximately $100,000 paid out
to members in super underpayments.

Congratulations to all involved – you
know who you are!

And noticed discrepancies. Especially to
their superannuation.

Management were reluctant to resolve
this issue.

With the power of a collective
opportunity drivers were able to win

But had no choice when strong delegates
and members perused them.

lot
a
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r
e
“Work hen they
better w gether”
stick to

SCT CUB Contract Report Back
From Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS

SCT deliver on the Carlton United
Breweries contract.
Beers that include, Carlton Dry, Victoria
Bitter, Fat Yak and Pure Blonde.
In WA are transported across the State
by SCT.

True, blue Aussie heroes, delivering liquid
gold to the thirsty people of WA.
We salute you.

SCT drivers are currently in their early
stages of bargaining.
And we certainly don’t want to see the
kegs dry up around the state.

“It’ll be a shame if the kegs dry up around the state”
14
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But if the company doesn’t pass on a
fair wage increase the drivers’ would
consider it.
The drivers are asking for 2.5% and 1%
super per year over the next 3 years.
But more importantly stronger rights and
securer jobs.

A lot a labour-hire and casuals are
employed at SCT, and permanent jobs
would go a long way for these drivers.
As long as they stand together, a lot can
be achieved.

BYO
Job
Now that customers

are having to bring
their own plastic bags
and drivers are having
to bring their own
equipment
JASON WALTERS explains

TOLL COLES MEMBERS
FIGHT AGAINST
SHOT GUN STARTS

The new wave of online delivery, click and
connect and instant gratification straight
to your home is taking the world by storm.

Report from Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS

Sitting on the computer and making an
order to deliver at a time that suits you has
become more and more desirable.

An issue the workers are trying to get
resolved at Toll Coles is new inconsistent
start times.
Of course there are worse companies
out there that’ll only inform their drivers’
their next days start moments before the
drivers’ head hits their pillow.
It seems Toll Coles are looking for sneaky
ways they can make savings.
And they took the old shotgun starts
from the dodgy company 101 rulebook.
The drivers’ would like to see more
respect given to them from a company
that isn’t scraping for a bob.
The drivers are guaranteed 9.5 hours a
day as per their EBA.
But when the start times are all over the
shop, it makes it hard to plan and have
a routine.
Especially for drivers’ with young kids
and with school runs etc.
A
bit
of
appreciation
and
acknowledgement for the drivers’
livelihood goes a long way.
The drivers are calling for more family
friendly hours and respect for the work
they do.
As long as they remain strong and stick
together, a best outcome will be reached
for all.

“When start times
are all over the shop,
it makes it hard
to plan”

And both Woolworths and Coles are no
exception.
They’ve been on this bandwagon since
day dot.
In the busy rat race of today, who has the
time to get to the shops?
Especially now customers have to bring
their own plastic bags.

And TWU members are at the frontline
of making and taking these deliveries to
these web-savvy customers.
The start times for these drivers can
change rapidly.
Because the deliveries depend on the
customers’ convenience.
For this reason, a lot of the drivers are
employed on a casual basis.
But the company has been managing to
communicate with the drivers and let them
know their start times well in advance.
The biggest issue these drivers are
currently facing is at the hands of a
‘smart-phone’ app the company wants
these drivers to use and get customers to
sign for proof of delivery.
The app isn’t as much of an issue as the
workers being made to use their own
personal phones to operate it.
The way the union views it; there should
be compensation for using your own
phone for work purposes.
If companies are able to get away with
this, where will we draw the line?
Bring your own uniform, bring your own
vehicle, bring your own insurances, and
bring your own paychecks.
The union is actively pushing Toll and
Woolies to come to the party on the rights
for these drivers.
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TWU delegate Shawn May speaks to the
Q-catering team about the impending sale

Sale of Q-catering to
Emirates owned Dnata
Report from Aviation Organiser Glen Barron

The
Australian
Competition
and
Consumer Commission (ACCC), has just
approved the sale of Qantas’ catering
arm to Emirates owned, Dnata.
The catering side of Qantas that includes
both Q Catering and Snap Fresh Pty Ltd
employs approximately 3,200 workers in
four capital cities in Australia – Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth.
Owned by the Emirates Group, DNATA
employs about 4,000 people in Australia
across its catering, cargo and ground
handling business.
Similar to Aerocare, they advocate the
split shifts model and tried to create a
second tier workforce using the Aerocare
model of award wages and 3-hour
minimums for ground handling.

16
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“Your TWU’s
main priority is to
fight to protect
job security”

This “Act” restricts foreign ownership
of Qantas and applies to transactions
involving company ownership.
Your TWU’s main priority is to fight to
protect job security, and the pay and
conditions of the catering staff.
The workers in essence feel as though
they have been sold.
And some would like to see voluntary
redundancies put on the table to thank
them for their service.

Your TWU was able to get this agreement
squashed for the baggage handlers
during negotiations.

There was once a time when working
for Qantas was something you could be
proud of.

ACCC was originally investigating this
sale as to whether or not it would comply
with the “Qantas Sale Act”.

We know that the workers standing
together at this point will make all the
difference.

Winging It!
With the team at Broome
International Airport
These guys EBA has expired and they’re
uniting to make improvements & leave
a legacy for future workers
Report from North West Senior Organiser MICK KNOWLES
These are some of the friendly faces
you see when you disembark at Broome
International airport (BIA for short).

Casualization, split shifts and no set
minimum part-time ordinary hours make
for pretty ordinary work.

Broome International Airport services
FIFO flights to Perth and flights to a
range of exotic destinations.

The union is arguing that there should
be a minimum, especially for permanent
part time workers.

Including Bali and France.

What is the point of turning up to work
if you’re not getting compensated for it?

Broome isn’t JUST a destination
for miners; it is an attractive tourist
destination.
Especially during winter when ducks fly
north for the warm weather.
Management doesn’t think it’s busy
enough for these workers’ though.

The company is taking the piss when
workers get called in for one hour, get
sent home and called in again later in the
day for 4 or 5 hours.
Or work a roster of two weeks on and
one week off when the workers all live
locally.

There is a lot of scope for improvement in
this agreement.
And with the workers banding together
they can make a real difference for future
workers at BIA.
Especially now that the McGowan State
Government has seen the light on the
exorbitant airfares locals pay to fly to
Perth and back.
At the same cost, can get you from Perth
to Bali or across the entire country on
some of the low cost carriers.
It’s high time more is done for attracting
vitality in our North West.
And keeping these BIA employees in
secure jobs they can be proud of.
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ENOUGH WIND FOR THE FLAGS
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Proudly servicing Western Australia
for over 40 years

Supporting the tWu

35B Sarich Court,Osborne Park WA 6017

9244 2999
www.fastacouriers.com.au

Bulk Waste Water Removal
(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 ulm Street, osborne park 6017

BUS DRIVERS
We have vacancies for permanent part time bus drivers at our depots in
Welshpool, Kalamunda, Malaga and Bayswater in Perth WA.
Applicants must be well presented, reliable people with a good driving
record, excellent customer skills and enjoy shift work.
We guarantee 30 hours work per week for Part time work and overtime
is also available regularly. Part time positions will lead to full time
positions as vacancies occur.
The minimum licence requirement for applicants is MR preferably with
an “F” Extension.
Application forms can be downloaded from our website at path.com.au
or can be mailed to you on request – call us on 1800 116 386.
We look forward to hearing from you
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The Armaguard Team

The team don’t look impressed but with the hoops the company
wants them to jump through - why should they be?

Stick to their Guns

Negotiating both the Armaguard road
crew and cash room EA’s at the same
time with the same expiry makes for an
interesting job.

The company has offered Armaguard
Road crew the award rate for new
starters.
Which is an abysmal offer at best.
And the company wants to offer a 0.9%
per year pay increase for the current
team.
But Armaguard workers want a 1.9% per
year minimum rollover of the agreement.
Otherwise members will be taking it out
to the grass.
And if we go out on the grass, we’ll ask
for a lot more.

“In the world
of cash-n-transit
guns are the tool
of the trade &
represent a health
& safety aspect”
Except Cash room hasn’t made an offer
yet.
Armaguard is investing in brand-new
equipment for the crew nationally.

Something more like 3, 3 and 3 plus 1%
super.

Upgraded firearms are being rolled out
over East and will slowly trickle over to
the team in the West.

Because these guys shouldn’t have to go
out on the grass for nothing.

In an industry like cash-n-transit, guns
are the tool of the trade.

As for the Cash room EA – they are
looking to be much of the same.

A health and safety tool that the officers
need to do their jobs.

Report from JOHN CUTRALI

If only the company had the same
attitude towards rolling out national
health and safety reform to equipment
as they do towards rolling out national
health and safety reform to wages.
Across the country nationally, there are
some inconsistencies with agreements.
Including which award they refer to.
As these guys are cash in transit, the
union would argue they would be
covered by a cash in transit award.
However, because the security services
award is on a lower rate of pay, you can
only imagine which award the company
would prefer.
As the Armaguard Point 2 Point EA
bargaining comes up TWU delegates
would like to see the agreements align
with the rest of the country.
And so as long as the team sticks to
their guns, I’m positive they’ll get the job
done.
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Cleanaway Delegates are
taking out the Trash
in their less than impressive negotiations
with the company

Cleanaway Delegates will get the job done!
I
wanted
to
make
a
huge
acknowledgement to the delegates that
are bargaining for their agreement at
Cleanaway.

Acknowledgements from

Left to right are, Henry Reid, Alan Lenard,
Sean Orford, Ron Stobie and Tony Hill.

And should be acknowledged for all
the work they are putting in to your
agreement.

In this photo we are also missing Lance
from Dardanup.
These guys have been on fire, are
incredibly experienced negotiators and
really care about their workplaces and
their work mates.
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GLEN BARRON

Make NO mistake; it has not been an
easy feat.
We’ve bared witness to when the
company digs its heels in; you best
believe TWU delegates dig harder.

“When the company
digs their heels in,
you BEST believe TWU
delegates dig harder”
So there is one thing I can guarantee;
these delegates have their workmate’s
livelihoods at heart. And I know they
won’t let their work mates down!

It’s Bargaining time for the G4S Crew
Report from JOHN CUTRALI
These custodial officers who work
out of the District Court Building have
been building towards their agreement
expiring on July 1.
TWU Delegates have made some good
progress in their agreement.
They’ve gotten the company to increase
full time staff in the agreement from 42
to 45.
And have also got the company to agree
to changes in leave applications.
Benefitting current and future employees
for the long-term.
Speaking about the long-term too,
delegates have also had G4S agree
to withdraw the company’s claim to
grandfather their service recognition
bonus.
The term “grandfathering” is a provision
where an old rule continues to apply
for existing employees, but future
employees get a new rule.
And there is only one party that benefits
from grandfathering, and that is the
company.
Grandfathering seeks to drive a wedge
and divide the “haves” from the “havenots”.

G4S Crew at Perth District Court Building

“Grandfathering seeks to
DRIVE A WEDGE and divide the
‘haves’ from the ‘have-nots’”
As a service recognition bonus is an
accomplishment no matter when you
start at the company.
I think we all would agree staying power
deserves a pat on the back.
So the TWU delegates said NO WAY.
And have made the company withdraw
this claim.

DATA-SECURITY FOR
JOB-SECURITY

Because TWU delegates know that
united we stand and divided we fall.
But further to this delegates have just
endorsed their first NO vote for the
company’s offer.
The members’ claim stands at 3.5% for
officers and 3.85% for senior officers
each year, plus a 1% super increase
overall.
And members aren’t keen on budging
from this.
Hang in there guys and keep up the great
work!

These are the hard working and highly organised
professionals from Zirco-data.
Previously known as “Iron-mountain”, Zirco-data is the
privately owned subsidiary that specialises in secure
document storage.
And these TWU members are the “Fort-Knox” for all your
medical records at a special warehouse in Kewdale.
The team’s EBA expired in April and would like to see
the current agreement and all their wages and conditions
roll-over.
There are also some call-out provisions the crew would
like to see reviewed. So they don’t keep getting called
every time the alarm is tripped.
Obviously these important documents need to be in safe
and secure hands. But ensuring the workers have safe
and secure jobs is important too.

All smiles from the team from Zirco-data in Kewdale!

Only then is it win-win for everyone! I’ll be working with
TWU delegates Dennis and Christine and the team closely
over the next few months to make sure things go our way.
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The Road to 2020
From MICHAEL KAINE,
Acting National Secretary
Our union has been successfully ramping
up action over the past number of years.
In road transport, we have seen owner
drivers, port drivers, garbos, couriers,
cash-in-transit drivers, retails and fuel
drivers, tippers and concrete drivers join
the many protests we have held in major
cities.
During coordinated actions we have
seen hundreds of trucks and transport
vehicles cross major bridges and
highways in these cities.
In aviation, baggage handlers, ramp
workers, caterers, cleaners, flight
attendants and others, have held
demonstrations
inside
airports,
demanding that aviation bosses provide
decent jobs.

During these actions, protesters have
sent other aviation workers and the
public a loud and clear message that the
TWU is fighting for fairness and safety in
aviation.
We have also held protests over the
treatment of workers in the on-demand
economy and have been joined by bike
couriers and food delivery riders who are
taking a stand against the introduction of
18th century working conditions via an
app.
These actions are about to intensify.
Our workplace conditions are under
attack and our wages are flat lining.
Our union is fighting not only against
this but to ensure that the quality of jobs
actually improves and that standards lift.
We are fighting for a vision which sees
strong power in the workplace which will
allow us to challenge those who believe
CEO bonuses are more important than
decent full-time jobs for workers.
By 2020 we want to have built momentum
to drive real change in our workplaces.

That is why our actions are so important.
They are a vital way of showing our
opponents just how committed we are to
making our workplaces fairer.
We are willing to sit at major city
intersections, holding up traffic to send
our message. We are willing to shout and
chant through busy airports that we will
fight back.
These actions are also important for us
members - to show transport workers
that our fight is a bigger fight than just
a yard, a port, a company or a sector.
It shows that thousands of transport
workers are also taking on the same
battle.
Make sure you get involved in the actions
being organised over the coming months.
We are also intensifying our action on
social media and always need more
people to get the message out.
Contact your delegate today to find out
what you can do to become part of the
fight back for fairness.

Our TWU delegates & workplace representatives
are vitally important in ensuring a better
industry for all into the future
24
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Dick Joke
I sat there with a smile on my face as
my girlfriend wrapped her hand around
it and started to tug at it. An even bigger
smile when she gave it a little wiggle
and started moving it around. I couldn’t
contain myself when she started using
two hands, so I eventually laughed out:
“Here, love, I’ll change gear for you.”

Need a Holiday
Billy Bob and Luther were talking one
afternoon when Billy Bob tells Luther,
“Ya know, I reckon I’m ‘bout ready for a
vacation. Only this year I’m gonna do it a
little different.
The last few years, I took your advice
about where to go.
Three years ago you said to go to
Hawaii. I went to Hawaii and Earlene got
pregnant.
Then two years ago, you told me to go to
the Bahamas, and Earlene got pregnant
again.
Last year you suggested Tahiti and
darned if Earlene got pregnant once
again.”
Luther asks Billy Bob, “So, what you
gonna do this year that’s different?”
Billy Bob says, “This year I’m taking
Earlene with me.”

Flashy Cars
This VW Bug pulled up beside this
Rolls at a red light, rolled down his
window and asked the Rolls driver,
“You got a telephone in that Rolls?”
“Matter of fact I do, right here on the
seat beside me.” said the Rolls
driver.
“Me too,” said the VW Driver,
“You got a TV in that Rolls?” The
Rolls,
“Yes I do, right here on the
dash.”
“Me too,” said the VW,
“You got a twin bed in the back
seat?” Rolls,
“No, I do not.”
“I do” said the VW as the light
turns green and he takes off.
The Rolls manages to get the
license number. The Rolls
heads straight to the Auto
Accessory Store not to let
the VW Bug out do him.

“Yes” the accessory attendant said,
“We do carry and can install a twin bed
in the rear seat of your Rolls.” So, after
about a week the Rolls driver picked
up his Rolls with the newly installed
twin bed and immediately set out to
locate that VW Bug.
He finally located it parked in the park
near the river. As he pulled up beside
it he noted that the windows were all
fogged over. Knowing what causes
this he waited a few minutes. Finally
he got out, walked over to the VW,
knocked on the window, no response.
He waited another few minutes,
knocked on the window again. The
window lowered a couple inches and
the driver said,
“Yes?”
The Rolls driver said, “I wanted you
to know that I have a twin bed in the
back seat of my Rolls now.”
The VW frowns and says, “You get me
out of the shower just to tell me that?”
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supporting the twu

sykes transport
local & long distance

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056

phone: 9353 5577 fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford street, Kewdale 6105

Sea, Air and Road Freight from Perth
Express-Link is a dynamic transport company providing worldwide express courier
shipments.
Western Australian owned and run for over a decade, Express-Link delivers complete
transport solutions, online tracking and proof of delivery.

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS
Ph: 9356 8566

Fax: 9356 8577

Strategically located only two kilometres from Perth International Airport, ExpressLink are Western Australia’s expert choice for interstate freight, domestic air freight,
international freight and worldwide container cartage.
Contact us today to organise the best freight services around.

Phone: 08 6254 0444
www.expresslink.com.au

Servicing the trucking induStry

cvm trucks
truck Service & repairS

91 Bannister road, canning vale 6155

(08) 9455 1146
Specialising in: H Japanese Truck Repairs H Fleet Maintenance
H 24/7 Mobile Breakdown Vehicle H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

www.cvmtrucks.com.au

• EXTENDABLES • ROADTRAIN • B TRAINS
• OVERSIZE • STORAGE • HOTSHOTS
Mobile: 0418 927 843 Office: 1300 436 800
Operations email: operations@allwesttransport.com.au
12 Passmore Way, Forrestfield, WA 6058

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher.
The publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of
material submitted for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.
The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for false and misleading advertising. Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy of advertising claims, the
responsibility for accuracy lies with the person or companies submitting material for publication.
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The ongoing Fight at QUBE
The
current
agreement
being
negotiated with Qube covers a range
of different sites.
They include Picton, in the South
West.
Geraldton, in the North West.
And Kwinana and Muchea, in the
heart of growing industry.
Qube are fast growing their way as a
major player in the container transport
game.
A billion dollar industry that thrives on
remaining competitive.
Which is just a fancy word for “if you
don’t talk to your mates and find
out what they’re getting paid, you’re
probably getting screwed over.”

STORY FROM MARK BYDDER

“QUBE TRIED TO REMOVE
THESE DRIVERS’ MEAL
ALLOWANCE ENTIRELY”
And perpetuates this race to the
bottom that hurts our drivers.
The current offer tabled by Qube
stands at 1.5% per year for 3 years.
The company has also tried to remove
these drivers’ meal allowance entirely.
And on top of that remove a loyalty
bonus drivers receive in their first 18
months at the company.
Qube went full Hail Mary on their
drivers.

And tried to take everything away all
at once.
But luckily the drivers stood up and
said NO WAY!
Drivers’ current claim stands at a
2-year agreement, 3% increases per
year and 1% increase in super for the
life of the agreement.
Members would also like to see
stronger union rights and a utilization
clause that’ll offer more job security in
these drivers’ employment.
Respect and appreciation for the
work they do would also be an added
bonus.
These drivers know what they want
and are up for the fight.
Stand together guys – together we are
strong!

Centurion are up to
E
R
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S
E
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NO GOOD NO SU
Make no mistake.

Centurion are trying to rip workers off.
TWU members at the Hazelmere site
have been hard at work, fighting for a
decent wage increase and job security.
It’s been a hard job that has taken 6
months, and management still hasn’t
made an offer to workers, except to rip
conditions away.
The delegate-led Centurion bargaining
committee has been flawless.
They know their job like the back of their
hands.
They know how to do their jobs and
the issues that confront the transport
operators at Centurion.
So they know what they need from these
negotiations, JOB SECURITY for their
largely casualised workforce.
They care about their workmates and
want to see a deal that doesn’t include
the loss of a service allowance that

“Centurion undermines
the values that unionists
strive to uphold”
could cost workers between $4,000 and
$17,000 each year.
A deal that sets up the wages and
conditions of the workforce into and
beyond the future generations of workers
coming through the Centurion yard, not
one that goes backward.
Despite having eight meetings, and at
each one promising to put an offer on the
table, Centurion is still refusing to do so.
They even deliberately and appallingly
decided to withhold the offer from the
committee and plan to take it directly to
the workers in the hopes of dividing and
conquering.
This is on the back of continuous delay
tactics and not allowing TWU Organisers
to meet with workers.

From Lead Organiser
JASON WALTERS

Centurion wants to preside over the
workers like the merciless dictators this
company paints itself out to be.
It is saddening and goes against the
values unionists strive to uphold.
Including giving employees a voice
in their worksite, collectively joining
together to make work worthwhile and
having decisions that affect the drivers
come from the bottom-up.
Not having decisions trickle down from
the ivory towers and someone who
spends their life behind a desk.
With Centurion expanding Australiawide, the shape of this EA, will take the
shape of a National EA that’ll affect the
working lives of workers across all states.
The drivers at Centurion are working
to build Union strength during the next
stages of decision-making.
It is going to take everyone to fight back
and win.
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Owner-Driver Contract
Must State GVM
Owner-Driver members should be aware
of a recent decision of the Road Freight
Transport Industry Tribunal (‘RFTIT’)
involving the delivery of packaged Lite
‘N Easy meals to customers.
As members will be aware, many
contracts entered into in the transport
industry are informal and not in writing.
In May 2016 an owner-driver, Deliver2U
(WA) Pty Ltd (“Deliver2U”), entered into
a delivery agreement with a hirer, Lite ‘N
Easy Perth, to deliver packaged Lite ‘N
Easy meals to customers.
Although Deliver2U never signed the
delivery agreement, the parties adopted
its terms.

“Anyone who wasn’t a past
customer of Lite ‘N Easy
might question what the
term ‘Esky’ referred to”
About 15 months later, Lite ‘N Easy
terminated the contract without notice
and Deliver2U brought a claim against
Lite ‘N Easy to the RFTIT alleging breach
of the delivery agreement and seeking
payment of damages for wrongful
termination of the contract without
the appropriate period of notice of
termination.
The delivery agreement required that the
owner-driver’s vehicle be ‘of a type and
capacity approved by the Company from
time to time’.
However, it did not specify the gross
vehicle mass (GVM) or weight of the
vehicle.
Deliver2U estimated that it needed a
vehicle with a carrying capacity of 280
full and empty eskies in order to be able
to perform the services.
Anyone who wasn’t already a customer
of Lite ‘N Easy might question what the
term ‘esky’ might refer to.
The esky’s shape; it’s size and the
diameters.
As the vehicle also required refrigerationstyle insulation, Deliver2U decided that
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it would need a truck of about 5-tonne
GVM rather than a van.

Deliver2U went ahead and purchased a
4.5-tonne Hino truck.
With the fitted insulation, its GVM was
5.5-tonnes.
When the matter came before the RFTIT,
Lite ‘N Easy raised a preliminary issue
regarding the jurisdiction of the RFTIT to
determine the matter.
Lite ‘N Easy argued that the RFTIT did not
have the power to deal with Deliver2U’s
claim as the delivery agreement was not
an ‘owner-driver contract’ as defined
for the purposes of the Owner-Drivers
(Contracts and Disputes) Act 2007 (WA)
(‘the OD Act’).
Section 5 of the OD Act defines an
‘owner-driver contract’ as a contract
for the transport of goods in a ‘heavy
vehicle’. A ‘heavy vehicle’ is defined as
one with a GVM of more than 4.5 tonnes.
Lite ‘N Easy contended that as there was
no requirement in the delivery agreement
for Deliver2U to use a ‘heavy vehicle’
to transport the packaged Lite ‘N Easy
meals, then the contract was not an
‘owner-driver contract’ for the purposes
of the OD Act and therefore, the OD
Act did not apply and the RFTIT had no
jurisdiction to deal with the dispute.
The RFTIT said that the issue in
contention was whether the ownercontract contract has to specify in its
terms that a ‘heavy vehicle’ be used in
the performance of the services.
In considering the purpose of the OD Act,
the RFTIT gave an example of a situation
that could lead to an absurd result if the
intent of the legislation was that a heavy
vehicle did not have to be used by the
owner-driver.
If a light courier driver had a contract with
Australia Post to deliver small parcels in
the metropolitan area, the courier could
use a light vehicle of about 1-tonne GVM.
In that case, the OD Act would not apply
to the contract.
However, if the courier decides to do the
same work in a 5-tonne truck, would the
contract then be converted to an ‘ownerdriver contract’ under the OD Act, even

A “LITE” Stor
y
about a “HEA
VY”
topic from ou
r
TWU Legal te
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without the agreement and knowledge of
Australia Post? Clearly not.
If so, there would be nothing to stop an
owner-driver from entering into a contract
with a hirer to transport goods in a light
vehicle, and then using a ‘heavy vehicle’
without the hirer’s consent. In that case, the
hirer would then be subject to the OD Act.
The RFTIT ruled that unless the express
terms of the contract, either written or
oral, or partly so, provided that a heavy
vehicle was to be used by the ownerdriver to transport the relevant goods,
then the contract is not an ‘owner-driver
contract’ and, it does not fall within the
jurisdiction of the RFTIT.
In dismissing Deliver2U’s application,
the RFTIT concluded that in all of the
circumstances, Deliver2U was not a
party to an ‘owner-driver contract’ and
accordingly, the RFTIT did not have the
power to deal with Deliver2U’s claims.
The lesson for owner-driver members
from this case is that when negotiating
an owner-driver contract with a hirer,
you should ensure that the agreement
expressly states that a ‘heavy vehicle’ is
to be used for the delivery of the goods.
For clarity, the contract should also state
the size or GVM tonnage of the vehicle
required to be used in the performance
of the services.
This is especially so where there is any
possible room for doubt as to whether a
‘heavy vehicle’ is needed to do the work
in question.
Stories like these are exactly the reason
why the OD Act must be changed to
cover all commercial vehicles.

“The lesson for ownerdrivers is that when
negotiating a contract
with a hirer ensure the
agreement expressly states
‘heavy vehicle”
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YOUR UNION!

Well, time flies when you’re
having fun.

We’ve made it half way through
2018 and it’s been busy in the
IR department.
I am proud to be part of a strong
team that includes 3 industrial
officers and a senior lawyer
who work hard behind the
scenes to win better outcomes
for our members.
Industrial matters typically
include dispute resolution,
assistance
in
bullying
matters, and representation at
disciplinary meetings.

Industrial Relations Department Half-Yearly Recap
from JOEL CARKE

Just a short summary
of our 2018 so far.
That shows it pays
to be Union!!

The team handles show-cause response
letters, unfair dismissal and adverse
action matters.

As well as, wage claims, sham
contracting, drafting EBA clauses, the
list goes on.
And we deal with these matters at a
number of jurisdictions including
the Fair Work Commission
(FWC), Fair Work Ombudsman
(FWO), WA Industrial Relations
Commission (WAIRC), Road
Freight Transport Industry
Tribunal
(RFTIT),
Equal
Opportunity
Commission
(EOC), Worksafe WA, and
Financial
Ombudsman
Service (FOS).
In many cases these matters
are settled at conciliation
prior to proceeding to formal
court hearings.
When a matter is settled in
this way they are usually
subject to a confidentiality
agreement under a deed of
settlement.
This unfortunately means
we are unable to share all
the juicy details with you.

Or even celebrate a number
of wins our union has worked
toward.
However, we can share with you
a summary of our 2018 so far.
There have been:
• 22 Unfair dismissals referred to
the IR department,
• 9 of which were found to have
no claim for unfair dismissal
• 3 are still pending conciliation
• 1 matter has been set down
for formal court hearing this
month (July 2018)

9 Unfair dismissals applications were
settled and the IR dept achieved a
combined total of $33,300 for our
members who had been unfairly
dismissed by their employers!
So many more jobs have been
saved simply through having a TWU
representative present at disciplinary
hearings.
Whether that is your delegate, a TWU
organiser or an industrial staff member,
representation goes a long way.
So does assistance in responding to
disciplinary or ‘show-cause’ letters.
So if you find yourself being called in
for a meeting with management, don’t
forget to let your union know.
We would much rather help save your job
than have to contest an unfair dismissal
for you.
Members, if you don’t already have
the phone number for your TWU site
delegate and/or TWU Organiser please
contact us for this info – you never know
when you might need to make a call!
Stay safe and look out for each other.
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For TWU Member
Against Rivet

The TWU was successful in recovering
nearly $6,500.00 for a member, Harley
Evans who had been employed by
McAleese Resources and subsequently
by Rivet Mining Services for just over 2
years.
When Harley commenced employment
with McAleese Resources as a residential
employee in Port Hedland, his contract
of employment provided that he would
receive a tax free Residential Allowance
of $26.45 a day for each work day, to
cover the high cost of living in the Pilbara.
However, even though the Residential
Allowance was a term of his contract,
neither McAleese nor Rivet Mining
Services, as the company became
known, paid Harley that Allowance.
Harley did approach his manager about
the payment but he was just brushed off.
Harley’s employment with Rivet Mining
ended in November 2017 and he
approached the TWU for help regarding
the recovery of the Residential allowance
and also some other money that he
claimed that his former employer owed
him.

“This was a ‘rare’
exception not subject
to any confidentiality
agreement.”
The Union wrote to Rivet Mining seeking
payment of the monies owed to Harley.
The company responded that Harley’s
actual employer was another company
named Rivet Employee Operational Pty
Ltd, that the Rivet group of companies
had undergone a restructure, and that as
part the that restructure Rivet Employee
had been placed into administration.
The TWU WA Branch lawyer, Adam
Dzieciol contacted the Administrator and
forwarded information about Harley’s
claim to him.
We were informed that the Rivet group
of companies had set up a fund to cover
debts owed by Rivet Employee.

We then assisted Harley to lodge a Proof
of Debt with the Administrator.
The Administrator considered the claim
and he agreed to pay a significant part,
although not all of the monies that Harley
was claiming.
Harley agreed to accept the decision of
the Administrator, and about 10 days
after we advised the Administrator of
this, the agreed amount, which was
nearly $6,500.00 was paid to Harley.
Harley was very pleased with the
outcome.
This is an example of outcomes that the
Union gets for members on a regular
basis.
However, as just about all of those
matters are subject to settlement deeds,
which include a confidentiality clause, we
cannot write about them in the Wheel.
Fortunately, this case was a rare
exception in that it is not subject to any
confidentiality agreement.
This is why it pays to be union!

SERIOUS CHEMICAL BURNS RESULT IN $47,900
PENALTY FOR PRINCIPAL EMPLOYER RAND!
Rand Transport (1986) Pty Ltd was
handed a $45,000 fine and a $2900
costs penalty in the Perth Magistrate
Court following serious ammonia gas
burns to a contract worker.
Rand, the cold storage food distributor,
pleaded guilty to failing to provide
and maintain a safe workplace where
contractors were not exposed to
hazards.
On 11 December 2014, during the
construction of a dividing wall within
a large cold storage room, Luke
Passmore - a contractor for Bondor,
was sprayed in the face with ammonia
liquid and gas as it was released from
a purge valve.
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Mr Passmore suffered serious chemical
burns to his eyes, face and severe
internal respiratory damage.
The purge valve was part of a live,
forced air cooler unit suspended from
the ceiling.
Mr Passmore was operating a scissor
lift at height, within a small-restricted
space.
As he manoeuvred the lift, it struck
the valve on the unit, releasing
the pressurised toxic refrigeration
chemical.
It is the responsibility for a company
like Rand to ensure safety measures for
the better protection of their workers.

Rand knew this chemical was in
their vicinity and should have better
processes in place to ensure duty of
care extends to all people who use the
facility.
This includes contractors, labour hire,
and even passers-by.
Rand has taken the necessary steps
after this young man was injured. But
those measures should have already
been in place.
With proper risk assessment and
appropriate controls like providing the
correct working space, isolating the
unit, using protective structures and
attaching warning labels and signs, this
accident would have been avoided.

Could you claim
a share of nearly
$2 billion?
As of the end of the last financial year, Western Australians had nearly
$2 billion in lost or unclaimed super, according to the ATO.
Have you checked if any of the missing money is
yours? If you’ve ever changed jobs or held more than
one super fund, some of that money could very well
be yours.

Before transferring or closing any existing super
accounts, check details such as your insurance
entitlements and costs, and any exit fees that may
apply.

You’d be surprised how quickly TWUSUPER can help
its members find lost and unclaimed super – usually
within a couple of minutes of providing your details.
Go to twusuper.com.au/supermatch or call us on
1800 222 071 between 8am and 8pm (AEST/AEDT)
weekdays.

You can transfer existing insurance cover to
TWUSUPER without health checks (subject to
conditions). You should do this before closing
your other accounts and rolling your money into
TWUSUPER.

This information is of a general nature only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on this information, you should consider its appropriateness having regard to your
objectives, financial situation and needs. A copy of TWUSUPER’s current Product Disclosure Statement should be obtained from us (by calling 1800 222 071 or visiting twusuper.com.au) and considered carefully before you
make a decision in connection with TWUSUPER. TWU Nominees Pty Ltd ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it.

Free retirement seminars returning to Bentley
Due to popular demand, TWUSUPER
will return to Bentley on Tuesday 28
August from 6pm. You don’t have to be
a member of TWUSUPER to attend.
TWUSUPER will step you through how you can
achieve the retirement outcomes you want, and our
Member Service team will be there to talk to you
about your retirement goals. The event will include a
short presentation followed by a Q&A session and a
light dinner will be provided.

Topics include:
• How much super is enough
• What you could do if you don’t have enough super
• How Centrelink could help you in retirement
You can register online at twusuper.com.au/seminars
or over the phone by calling 1800 222 071 between
8am and 8pm AEDT weekdays.
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Servicing the tWU DriverS anD roaDtrainS

www.bishopstransport.com.au

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

21 Carolyn Way, Forrestfield WA 6058

A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

TWU MEMBERS, TRUCK DRIVERS & COMPANIES
FOR YOUR NEXT FUNCTION CALL

MALTHOUSE

Brewing Supplies

Beers • Spirits • Liqueurs

45 Welshpool Road, Welshpool 6106
(near Albany Highway) Phone 9361 6424
Web: www.malthouse.com.au

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

Southern Star Stretch Limousines
Southern Star
Stretch Limousines
is a reliable stretch
limousine service
that provides
luxurious
travel escorts
throughout Perth.
An intimate,
owner-run operation,
Southern Star
can meet any
high-class travel
needs you may
require.

•
•
•
•

school balls • weddings
anniversaries • birthdays
airport transfer
all occasions
10%
discount for
school balls
only

Phone: 0438 930 676
Email: info@southernstarlimousines.com.au

www.southernstarlimousines.com.au

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

MORTLOCK
FABRICATION & REPAIRS
AVON VALLEY

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

TRUCK BODY SPECIALIST

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS

Truck & Trailer Modifications
All types of Welding & Steel Fabrications

PHONE: 9259 8716 • MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778 • EMAIL: admin@rdsws.com

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

PHONE: 9629 1168 FAX: 9629 1269
EMAIL : morfab1@bigpond.com
LOT 463 MAIN ST, GOOMALLING 6460

Supporting the T.W.U.
ANDREW BELLMAN
KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430

Tania Burns
Director

platinum dealer

Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397
Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist
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Byford Tyre Service

Address Unit 1, Lot 21
South Western Hwy,
Byford WA 6122
Phone
Fax
Email

08 9525 1215
08 9525 1075
admin@byfordtyres.com.au

Road Rage
An elderly lady stopped to pull into a parking
space when a young man in his new red
Mercedes went around her and parked in the
space she was waiting for.
The little old lady was so upset that she went
up to the man and said, “I was going to park
there!”
The man was a real smart aleck and he said,
“That’s what you can do when you’re young
and bright.”
Well, this really upset the lady even more, so
she got in her car and backed it up and then
she stomped on the gas and plowed right
into his Mercedes.
The young man ran back to his car and
asked, “What did you do that for?” The little
old lady smiled and told him, “That’s what
you can do when you’re old and rich!”

SQUASHED
LAWYERS

This one truck driver would often amuse
himself by running over lawyers. Whenever
he saw a lawyer walking down the side of the
road he would swerve to hit him, enjoy the
load, satisfying “THUMP” as he did so, and
then swerve back onto the road.
One day, as the truck driver was driving along
he saw a priest hitch-hiking. He thought he’d
do a good turn so he pulled the truck over
and said to the priest, “Where’re you going,
Father?”
The priest answered, “I’m going to the church
3 miles down the road.”
“No problem, Father!” said the trucker, “I’ll
give you a lift. Climb in.”
So the priest climbed into the passenger
seat and the truck driver continued down the
road. Suddenly the truck driver saw a lawyer
walking down the road and instinctively
he swerved to hit him. But as he did so he
suddenly remembered there was a priest in
the truck with him, so at the last minute he
swerved away, just missing the lawyer.
Even though he was sure he’d missed the
lawyer, he still heard a loud “THUD”. Not
knowing where the noise had come from, he
looked in his mirrors but when he didn’t see
anything, he turned to the priest and said,
“I’m sorry Father. I almost hit that lawyer.”
“I know”, said the priest. “Lucky I got him
with the door!”

THE AUSTRALIAN WAY
A Frenchman an Englishman and
an Australian were slogging their
way across the Andes.
It’s about 45 bloody degrees.
The trio had traversed a scorched
alpine desert; they look down and
there’s this most beautiful, pristine
lagoon.
They go scrambling down. Rip off
their gear and dive in.
All of a sudden they are
approached by a group of very
angry natives.
Who are appalled that the
travellers have been swimming in
their sacred lagoon.
The natives grab ‘em and take ‘em
to the chief.
The chief says ‘You have broken
the sacred law. This is our most
sacred site. For this you die. When
we kill you we take off skin. Out
of skin make canoe. Put canoe on
lake. Permanent reminder to all
peoples. A warning to any other
traveller who dares set foot in our
sacred land! Never infringe on our
most sacred site.’”

What is your last wish, the chief
says to the Frenchman.
The Frenchman requests a knife
and when the chief hands it to
him, he says:
“I will not die by the hands of you
animals! VIVA LA FRANCE!” and
gallantly raises the knife he stabs
himself in the heart.
The Englishman again, asks for a
knife. he says:
“like my brethren from across the
channel, I shall not die by the hand
of you utter mongrels, GOD SAVE
THE QUEEN!!” and just like the
Frenchman, he stabs himself in
the heart.
now, only the Aussie is left, and
when the chief asks him what item
he wants, the Aussie asks for a
fork.
Puzzled, the chief hands him a fork
and he proceeds to stab himself
about 15 times all over his body.
He hands the fork back to the
confused chief and says
“‘There goes your f . . king canoe!’”

Naturally, the chief offers them a
last request.

FATIGUE

I saw a sign today that read: Tiredness kills,
take a break.
So I pulled over and went to sleep.
When I woke up I felt great and was ready
to drive again.
I was 5 hours late for work though.
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TWU Owner Driver Guideline Rates
Based on Vehicles 5 YEARS OLD & Diesel Price Averages in June 2018

RATES
July 2018

Based on diesel fuel cost of
156.4c per litre (inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
156.5c per litre (inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
161.8c per litre (inc GST)

VEHICLES 5 YEARS OLD

One Driver

One Driver

One Driver

Heavy Vehicle Type

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Rate per km
(exc GST)

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Rate per km
(exc GST)

5 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$54.35

$77.60

$1.17

$78.33

$1.18

8 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$55.40

$79.51

$1.20

$80.24

$1.21

15 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$61.79

$87.76

$1.32

$88.49

$1.34

22.5 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$67.19

$98.50

$1.49

$99.39

$1.50

Prime mover (haulier)
2 axles, 31.5 tonne GVM

$73.29

$109.12

$1.65

$110.46

$1.67

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

$80.09

$114.97

$1.73

$116.47

$1.76

Pocket road train (haulier)
79 tonne GVM

$92.91

$137.80

$2.08

$139.97

$2.11

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$92.70

$137.80

$2.08

$139.97

$2.11

$154.09

$2.32

$156.74

$2.36

METROPOLITAN

REGIONAL

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM
Prime mover + 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

$84.96

$120.60

$3.64

$134.02

$3.67

Prime mover + 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$105.78

$155.46

$4.67

$157.63

$4.75

$183.04

$5.51

$185.69

$5.58

$151.27

$4.55

$153.25

$4.62

Prime mover + 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM
B-Double
62.5 tonne GVM

$103.17

Please Note
● The above rates have been derived from a comprehensive schedule
of Owner Driver costings compiled by an independant consultant
● They are based on vehicles that are 5+years old.
● The Regional Hauler rates are for all kilometres travelled on a
RETURN TRIP.
● The Regional Full-Rigger rates are based on a ONE WAY TRIP

The TWU maintains that the Guideline Rates in the above schedule are
the minimum payments for running a safe and sustainable owner truck
driver operation. The TWU will assist owner-driver members in
negotiating appropriate safe and sustainable rates
with prime contractors & hirers.

Authorised by Branch Secretary Tim Dawson TWU WA
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1800 657 477
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A bank built for you.
A good renovation should add to your
home’s value as well as your lifestyle.
We explain how to get maximum value
from your home improvements.
Renovating can be a lot more
affordable than selling up and moving.
In Sydney and Melbourne, where
median values are around $876,000
and $720,000 respectively, moving can
set you back anywhere from $35,000
to $38,000 in stamp duty alone.
It makes renovating a very compelling
option. But it’s important for any
improvements to increase your
property’s value. Following a few rules
of thumb can make it happen.
Focus on the glamour rooms – the
kitchen and bathroom
The kitchen and bathroom are usually
the most expensive rooms to renovate
though they can also have the biggest
‘wow’ factor. The key is to spend
where you’ll gain most value. There’s
not much point investing in Smeg
appliances, for example, if you’re going
to buy low-cost cabinetry from the
local hardware store.

As a member of TWU WA you’re able to access benefits
and special offers via our Member Benefits Program.

mebank.com.au/benefitstwu

NATURAL MATERIALS ADD CHARACTER
Building advisory service Archicentre recommends giving your home an
authentic touch through the use of natural materials like stone, timber and face
brick rather than using texture coated Blueboard, fake slack stone or stick-on
classical features.

MAKE IT SUSTAINABLE

Including sustainable features like solar panels, energy efficient appliances and
water tanks in your renovations can provide savings on power and water bills,
and this will to appeal future buyers if you decide to sell up later on.

PAYING FOR HOME RENOVATIONS
Working out how to pay for your renovations is a critical part of the home
improvement process. Different options include a renovation loan, or topping up
your current home loan.
Renovating can also be a cue to give your home loan a makeover through
refinancing. Any savings on a new loan means more money for your home
improvements.

This article is brought to you by ME. For more information, please visit www.mebank.com.au
Members Equity Bank Limited ABN 56 070 887 679.
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TAX TIPS FOR TWU MEMBERS
WITH HTG PARTNERS
– ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS

Below is a summary of deductions for employee/self employed members
which can be claimed in your 2017 year end tax return.
Further information can be obtained when you visit your friendly HTG Partners consultant
to have your personal and/or business tax return completed for the 2017 year-end.
DEDUCTIONS AVAILABLE
CAR EXPENSES YOU
CAN CLAIM
You can claim a deduction for the
cost of using your
car:
● For work related travel; and
● To travel between work and
home where your home is your
base of employment or if it is
compulsory to transport bulky
tools/equipment to and from
home;
CLOTHING EXPENSES YOU
CAN CLAIM
● Compulsory and noncompulsory uniforms;
● Occupation specific clothing
that is specific to your
occupation and not everyday in
nature;and
● Laundry and dry-cleaning up to
$150 without receipts.

WORK/BUSINESS RELATED
EXPENSES YOU CAN CLAIM
● Answering machines, mobile
phones, pagers and other
telecommunication equipment;
● Bank fees;
● CB radios;
● Depreciation of equipment
used for work;
● First Aid Courses;
● Home office – Electricity and
gas;
● Insurance – Tools and
equipment;
● Insurance – Income Protection
or Sickness & Accident;
● Overtime meals pursuant to an
award; (NOTE: CHECKLIST BELOW)
● Parking fees, bridge & road
tolls;

Premiums on drivers licence;
● Refrigerators;
● Seminars, conferences and
training courses;
● Sleeping bags;
● Stationery;
● Superannuation Contributions
(self employed);
● Technical or professional
publications;
● Telephone calls and line rental;
● Tools;
● Travel claims (NOTE: CHECKLIST
●

BELOW);

 ruck repairs, washing,
T
consumables;
● Union and professional
association fees; and
● Working guard dogs.
●

Remember to visit HTG Partners for your 2017 Personal & Business Tax Returns and
general Tax Planning Advice. We can also provide Financial Planning &
Finance Services via our network of independent professional external advisors.

CALL US NOW ON : (08) 9362 5855
or visit our website at www.htgpartners.com.au

OVERTIME MEAL & OVERNIGHT TRAVEL ALLOWANCES CHECKLIST
The Australian Taxation Office has indicated it will continue to review excessive claims in respect of the above. Where applicable:
- Obtain a letter from your employer confirming the basis of your allowance.
- Review your Employment Agreement to ensure the allowance received covers cost of food, drink, and / or incidental expenses.
- Maintain a travel log of specific overnight trips for work related purposes.
- You must be able to fully substantiate your claim where it exceeds the ATO’s reasonable allowable amount.
WARNING: Receipt of an allowance doesn’t automatically entitle an employee to a deduction. Expenses MUST be incurred in order to claim against the allowances.
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Insurance
that keeps
you moving
forward

9
46
13 1

With more than three decades’
supporting Australia’s transport and
logistics industry, we’ve got everything
under one roof to keep you on the road
and your business moving forward.

To find out more call 6250 8300
or visit ajg.com.au/transport

13 14 69

billabonghotelmotel.com.au
Considering a career in
Public Transport?

OPEN 7 DAYS
Your Hosts

With 13 depots across
Perth and the SouthWest,
there is sure to be one near you.

Greg & Anne Lockyer
Lot 3 North West Coastal Highway,
Meadow WA 6532
PMB 30, via Geraldton WA 6530
Email billabonghomestead@gmail.com
Phone (08) 9942 5980
ABN 82 671 097 101
Hotel - Motel: En-suite Rooms
Café - Licensed Restaurant
Caravan Park - Drive Through Powered Sites
Quality Fuels - 24 hours

Contact 9247 7500 or
download an application form at
www.swantransit.com.au

MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
FORRESTFIELD: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
BIBRA LAKE: 2 Selkis Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9241 7999
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

Experts in
Personal
Injury Law

Our services include:
+

Asbestos Claims

+

Motor Vehicle Accident Claim

+

Work Injury Claims

+

Superannuation and Disability Claims

+

Medical Law

+

Public and Product Liability

+

Family Law

We offer TWU members reduced rates for Workers
Compensation and Motor Vehicle Injury Claims.

+

Wills and Estate Planning

+

Employment Law

Call your union on 9328 7477 today for a referral.

+

Commercial Litigation

+

Criminal Law

OFFICE LOCATION:
32 St George Terrace, PERTH
5 Davidson Terrace, JOONDALUP

